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Exercise 1

In this exercise you have to try to do your own implementation to perform a Delta hedge of a European
call option for a stock following the Black Scholes Model. The idea here is that you want to hedge
a European call option on an underlying S modelled by a geometric Brownian motion, and that you
observe one trajectory of that underlying. The volatility of the underlying with respect to which you do
the hedging is supposed to be estimated (so it can differ from the true one).

Write a class DeltaHedge with the following specifications:

• Fields of the class whose value is given in the constructor are:

– the risk free rate interestRate;

– the estimated volatility for the hedging, volatilityHedge;

– the strike and the maturity of the option;

– an object monteCarloModelOfUnderlying of type MonteCarloBlackScholesModel, that re-
presents the underlying and that you use to generate one trajectory of the underlying.

• Write a method private void generatePricePath() that generates one trajectory of the under-
lying and that stores it in a double[] field pathUnderlying.

• Write a private void method generateDeltasAndPrices() that calls (only once) the method
above and that fills two double[] fields of the class, optionPrices and deltas, with the analy-
tic prices of the European call option and the analytic values of the delta, respectively, for every
tk ∈ {t0, t1, . . . , tn}. Note: the price and the delta at time tk must be computed using the Finmath

library implementation for analytic formulas, using Stk as initial value. The volatility used for
the delta is volatilityHedge, whereas the one used to get the true price of the option is gi-
ven by a double field trueVolatility, and can be get from monteCarloModelOfUnderlying:
try to see how. The TimeDiscretization object used to get the times can also be derived from
monteCarloModelOfUnderlying: again, try to see how looking at the Finmath library.

• Write a public void method generateHedge() by which you fill the double[] fields bankAccount,
portfolioValue and hedgeError, containing respectively the amount of money invested in the risk-
free asset, the value of the portfolio and the hedging error, according to the formulas in the script
(page 338). Call first generateDeltasAndPrices() and then perform the computations inside a
for loop with respect to time..

• Write getters in order to get all the values that you think might be useful.

Exercise 2

Test your implementation for some parameters at your choice, in the main method of a class HedgeTest.
Here you have also to construct the object of type MonteCarloBlackScholesModel you have to pass to
the constructor of DeltaHedge. The volatility you specify for that object will be the field trueVolatility

of the class DeltaHedge.

In particular, look at the hedging errors you get when the volatilities trueVolatility and
volatilityForHedge are the same and when they differ.


